
MY VISION
In a world that is re-inventing itself 
for a sustainable future, it takes 
a great deal of courage, critical 
thinking, and experiments to 
challenge the status quo, envision 
what could be, and lead change.

Designing lasting and meaningful 
experiences in such contexts 
requires a deep understanding of 
the systems at play, the humans 
within – customers, employees, 
partners – and available 
technology.

It goes beyond screens and 
interfaces, starts with just enough 
research and the true collaboration 
of diverse individuals who together 
can imagine new solutions to 
pursue a shared vision.

WHO I AM
I am entrepreneurial at heart and 
have 20+ years of professional 
experience in digital and a 
background in psychology. 

I am a permanent learner who 
thrives in ecosystems that value 
collaboration, curiosity, long-
term thinking and continuous 
improvement. 

I am a problem solver who enjoys 
inspiring and helping others to 
navigate their challenges, develop 
their practice and achieve success 
without compromising on integrity.

IN MY SPARE TIME
I love modern dance and black 
& white photography. I combine 
the two, volunteering for a dance 
company. I capture images from the 
shows for communication, support 
fundraising activities and take care 
of their online communication.

http://www.cie-rosedesvents.fr 
http://www.artegraphe.com

KARINE CARDONA-SMITS
Experience Design - Business Strategy - CX - Service Excellence
Amsterdam / +31 (0)6 12 19 09 62 / hello(at)karinecardona.com

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Senior Analyst - Customer Experience and Design
Forrester Research, Amsterdam, 2018 - 2023

I conduct research on design (UX/XD/Service Design) and customer service 
as a driver of customer experience quality. My expertise includes authoring 
actionable reports based on quantitative and qualitative research and advising 
leaders in Customer Experience, Digital, Design, and Product from top clients 
to tackle their biggest challenges and stay ahead in a constantly changing 
landscape.

 — Selected research reports & advisory topics
Twelve design strategies to overcome resistance and embrace change; 
Elevate your experience by applying behavioural science to UX design; 
Agile and design teams: better together; 
The future of mobility services; 
Leverage voice of the customer (VoC) for customer experience; 
Inclusive & Accessible mobile experiences. 

 — UX benchmarking (Forrester’s Digital Experience Reviews™)
As a leader in the UX benchmark research, I ensure the quality of our 
evaluations for the EMEA region (79 mobile apps to date), the evolution of 
the methodology, and guide the training of UX researchers and the hiring of 
UX consultants performing reviews.

 — Business development
I support account directors to expand Forrester’s business worldwide and 
share my insights at CX and design events, elevating Forrester’s brand 
awareness.

 — Keynote speaker
I have delivered keynote speeches at various events, including the 
Customer Engagement Summit, Customer Engagement Transformation, 
World Usability Conference, CX Exchange Telecoms, CCW Exchange, and 
Forrester’s CX events in EMEA and NA. Most recent topics:
The future of customer experience teams; 
Design feedback experiences to drive loyalty and value customers’ generosity; 
How AI and automation drive better customer service experiences.

Jury member of the Global Mobile Awards (GLOMO) 
GSMA, Remote, 2019 - current

As an independent juror for the prestigious GLOMO Awards, I evaluate entries 
based on criteria such as challenge addressed, unique value proposition, 
innovation, proven impact, and scalability. Categories judged:

 — Best use of mobile for accessibility & inclusion, 2021-2023
 — Best mobile service for the connected life, 2019-2020

Guest Lecturer, University of Applied Sciences, Utrecht
 — Master program in Data Driven Design, 2017-2018
Led a lecture “Matching and Modelling the Alchemy,” that emphasized the 
impact of design through effective modelling of matching algorithms for a 
good experience.

 — Bachelor program in Communication & Media Design, 2016-2017
Delivered a lecture entitled “Designing Award-Winning Apps,” highlighting 
the key drivers of an outstanding mobile experience. 

http://www.cie-rosedesvents.fr
http://www.artegraphe.com


MOBGEN | Accenture Interactive, Amsterdam, 2016-2018 

Head of Service Design, 2017-2018

Defined the service design offering for the agency, hired and led a talented team of over 
10 designers with a wide range of competencies – research, concept development, prototyping.

Managed and mentored the team, providing hands-on support for ongoing projects and working 
closely with account directors for clients such as GSN, APG, Arcadis, Nuon, Liander, KLM. 

Lead UX/Ixd Architect, 2016-2017

Conducted user research, created and improved mobile app concepts for clients such as Aegon 
and KNAB. Provided mentorship to international digital teams across South America, Asia, and 
Europe. Participated as a subject matter expert in Aegon’s innovation hackathon.

Lead UX Designer and UX Strategist, Symbid, Amsterdam, 2015-2016
Established a human-centred design approach for a crowdfunding platform and fintech products. 
Collaborated closely with executives and product team to prioritize roadmap based on evidence 
from qualitative and quantitative research. Hired and mentored juniors.

Senior UX Designer & UX Strategist, Pocket Production, Paris, 2014-2015
Led a successful design delivery management project for France’s largest telco Orange on 
their cloud service (available on mobile, tablet, web, desktop and TV in France and Europe), 
collaborating closely with internal stakeholders and managing a team of 5 designers – onsite and 
remote, and ensuring quality control of the design implementation. 

Managed service design projects for Energeo and Institut Pasteur, including journey mapping, 
design thinking workshops, and concept development for enterprise tablet applications.

Contributed to agency business development by creating a new offering based on mobile app 
experience audits. I developed the methodology and shaped the content strategy for the agency’s 
website and commercial proposals.

UX Designer, Capptain (now Microsoft), Paris, 2013
Established a human-centred design approach for the start-up solution that combined mobile 
analytics and push notifications to increase app engagement across devices and platforms.

Worked closely with the product team to prioritize the roadmap based on user research, enhance 
key customer journey experiences and make the client administration space responsive.

Founder & UX/UI Designer, Pickabee, Aix-en-Provence, 2005-2013
I founded the web agency Pickabee to create accessible websites using semantic HTML and hack-
free cross-browser CSS integration for B2B, B2C and government clients. While web accessibility 
in the early 2000s in France was still a vision of the mind, our clients enjoyed its resulting benefits 
through excellent SEO and higher Google search rankings without the need for paid ads. 

We built tailored web applications and e-commerce platforms with extensive back-ends that 
connect to clients’ systems and improved the user experience of enterprise applications for clients 
such as Softway Medical, King Fisher, Metro, Carrefour and SPIR Communication.

CERTIFICATIONS

Professional Scrum Product Owner (PSPO1) / Scrum.org, 2018
Professional Scrum Master (PSM1) / Scrum.org, 2018
Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (C2), 2015

EDUCATION

Interactive Digital Engineering Manager - Master’s Degree / Ecole des Gobelins, 2013
Psychology - DESS (French Master’s Degree) / Université Paris V, 1998KA
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